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Exploding the outsourcing myths
The UK computing services industry is in the midst of one
its most impressive growth periods ever. Previous periods
of high growth have been fuelled by increased user spend
on the introduction of new systems. But the current period
of high growth is quite different, Indeed, total IT spend is
static with hardware spend in decline. The reason for the
growth, of course, is the move to outsourcing.
EDS wins another£1 billion of revenue
This month EDS was 1. ☜ '
awarded a £500m/1O year :

deal to manage Lucas☂ IT ;
activities. In addition they .
acquired Lucas i

   

UK Facilities Management (FM)
and Application Management (AM) Markets

will outstrip average growth for sector

announced doubled profits last month - to smaller
operators like Spargo (see p2). Overall FM margins
(c7.5%) are both better than the average and improving.
"US companies dominate the UKoutsourcing scene ☝
We have some sympathy with this feeling and it is true
that nine out of the top ten FM deals ever awarded in the
UK were to US companies with EDS and 080
predominating. However, over 80% of all deals are valued

' ☂ ' _ at less than 25m p.a. Here
1 non US companies pick up
the majority of deals with

☁ Sema, Hoskyns. CFM
(ICL). Capita, Fl Group,

   
     

  

    

    
  

Engineering and Systems : FM/AM PCL. lntegris (Bull), lTNet,
and Lucas Management " average growth Data Sciences etc. all
Systems, which will add a E of 25% pa picking up a significant
further £500m revenues 2 forecast number of deals.
over 10years. (See p6) ' 1994 to 1998 ☜Outsourcing is a fad
EDS has now been ' which has hadits day☝
awarded four out of thetop . A few years back, several
five largest outsourcing v research companies
deals, by annual revenue, 3
to be undertaken in the
UK. The others include:
0 Inland Revenue - £1
billion+ over 10 years
0 Xerox - $3 billion/1O yrs.
having "a signi cant effect
on EDS UKas FlankXerox
Europe H0 is in UK☝.
0 DVOIT - £125m/5 years.
With Lucas, EDS is
currently on run rate UK
revenues in excess of £500m - double that of 1993.

Scotching some myths...

☜Outsourclng Ispredominatera public Sector activity☝
Clearly not tme. Of the top ten outsourcing deals awarded
in the last two years, only 3 came fromthe public sector.
Over 80%. both by volume andvalue, of the 100+
outsourcing deals valued >£1m p.a. awarded in the last
two years, were from the private sector.

☜No-one can make any profits from outsourcing"
The best performing companies in the latest round of
results have been those engaged in outsourcing. From
the large companies - like Sema (profits up 29% -
outsourcing revenues up 75% - see p10) and ICL (where
its CFM outsourcing operation grew revenues by 28% in
1994) - to companies like Capita which announced an
87% increase in profits from outsourcing, lTNet (PBT up
22% - p8) and Fl Group (the AM market leader) which
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predicted declines in FM
billings in 1995. But our
only concern Is that the
46% increase in FM
billings that we forecast
for 1995 will prove too
low. Of course, growth
rates in the large
datacentre-type FM deals
are slowing. But theseare
being replaced by the
outsourcing of desktop

services, network management and application
management. Past outsourcing markets - like transport,
fleet management, property services, catering etc. - have
not witnessed a reversal. There seems every evidence
that the move to outsource non-core IT activities will
continue to accelerate for the rest of the decade with few
companies deciding to move IT back in-house.
And finally.... "Software products companies have the
most powerful influence on corporate IT☝
We used to think hardware vendors, like IBM, had the
power. Now most seem to quote Microsoft or Oracle. But
it☁s not likely to remain the case, There are now more
corporate computers, PCs, software and IT personnel
under the control of computing services companies than
users. The power of such companies as EDS and 050
by the year 2000 will be considerable. Hardware vendors,
software suppliers - and users - should take note.
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Whata difference a couple ofyears can make
Philip Swinstead is now firmly on his way to leading one of

the UK☂s top SCSI companies again. It has taken him less

than two years to build a group which now figures within
the Top Ten of UK♥owned companies.
The events to date
Mar. 93 - Comac, a sleepy little IT staff agency ,

announces revenues of £11.1m and PBT of £447K for

1992. Share price = 18p.

June 93 - Swinstead buys 19.4% stake for £720K.

Oct. 93 - Comac buys CSS Trldent for £18.5m which had

revenues of £53m and PBT of 22m in year to 31st Mar.

93. 4-for-1 rights at 85p announced; raising £21 .Bm.

Nov. 93 - Paul Davies, ex of Easams and SD-Scicon,

appointed Group MD.

Mar 94 - Comac announces results for year to 31 st Dec.

93 and shares rise to 123p.
ComacJuly 94 -

PARITY EEEli☁SSdb iffatlé
UK consulting division

for £1.75m cash. (Rev. £3.8m, Op. profit £400K)
Aug. 94 - Parity acquires thraining operation Class Ltd.
for £500K (Flev. £732K, PBT £90K)
Oct. 94 - Parity acquires ACT Business Systems and

BIS Training from ACT for an initial £6.3m plus 22m in

96. Parity also announced a 1-for-7 rights issue at 125p,
raising £5.7m, and the appointment of Keith Jennings from
Easams as head of Parity Solutions

Dec. 94 - Jennings acts last and axes the top layer of

management then 70 staff from ACT Business Systems
Results for year to 31$t Dec. 94
Parity announced revenues up from £19.8m to £88.8m,
PBT of £42m (loss £228K) and a very impressive 93%
boost in EPS (prior to exceptional charges). These were

above expectations.
CSS Trident (£80m revenues), the IT staff agency, had

boosted revenues by 40% and profits by 80%. Most of

this growth was organic, which rather puts to rest the

scepticism expressed by some of our readers about our

reports of the buoyancy of the UK IT contract staff market.

Parity believes many users now consider using lT
contractors as ☜the accepted way of life". They now have

1500 contractors at 400 companies looked after by just

130 permanent staff.
Parity is to put all its other activities under the Parity

Solutions banner. Jennings was quick to come to grips
with the cost base acquired and the operation ☜is now

behaving like a real software house". Current run rate is
around £125m - with £90m from 088 Trident and £35m
from Parity Solutions. Don☂t rule out further acquisitions.
You could have bought Comac shares two years ago at
18p. Parity closed Mar. 95 on 112p.

LBMS returns to the black
Back in Dec. 94, LBMS Chairman Rainer Burchett was
confident that the measures taken after the £3.3m first
half loss would retum the company to profits. So it came
to pass. LBMS, issuing quarterly figuresas an American
company, reported 03 revenues up 25% at £5.9m and
PBTot £317K (loss £1 .14m). The US - revenues up 36%
- showed the strongest growth.
Burchett had "nothing to add"about the £16m Performing

LRights Society litigation. LBMS shares have performed well
5

 

ince the 70p rights in July 94 closing Mar 95 up 37% on
118p.

    

  

 

   
   

  

   

  

 

isparyé profits from, "AM . . ; . ☁
pargb: consultingWaS a' new issue in 'June' 94 at'95p;

Most of, their revenues Icome from application
management (AM) on longtérm Contractsivith s☁uCh blue
"chip's as☁Bahk of America, BUPA, dEl -Q V

I_ln their first year to, 31' greet. 94, sparng has☂inc'reased
revenues by 24% tol£6rn,fPBT increased'by☂tst☁Va to
21 am and EPS_'adv'anc'ed £7%☂(befofe=exceptionals).
Based on the current'isljiare price of '82p'(1§t'%. down on
the placing price) that equates to'a☁ modest'ltaPlE 'V "

  

      

   
   
   

   

   

    
   
   

Spargo Consultan plc
Four Year Revenue and PET Record    annex
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The 20% profit margin (due to "tight 00' rd] overpass")
shows what canbe done in the market and compares
with a margin ofjust 5.3%☁at AM market leaderFl Group.
25 new contracts were wan in the year and staffincreased
by 30%☜, 131.. ' :1 ☁ r .1 3 ☁- .. 3'

Footnote: 1 ln 1992'and 93, Chairman'Bob Morton and
MD Tony Spargo cost the company ' £291KandI £434K
respectively. On flotation they redUCed thisz'to £180K
and adjustedthe accounts in previous'years. If they hadn't
done that the float price would haVe equated to a PlE'qt
37 rather than the still high P/E of 22 actually achieved.
Why?...Spargo'and Morton were the☁only Beneficiaries of

\the 23m raised by the float. »

Good news month for Misys...and Syntax?
First, ING's rescue of Barings unfroze Misys' £10.3m

deposit. Then, as 91.4% of ACT shareholders voted for
the Misys bid, if was declared unconditional on 29th Mar.
In answerto many readers☂ requests, just 2.07% of valid

proxies at the Misys EGM were against the bid. But given

the similarity between the ACT and Misys shareholder
registers, this was not that surprising. Although Misys
share price recovered to 355p this month - it is still 13%

lower than the day before the bid.

Also, as we had predicted, Syntax has acquired ACT
Managed Services (the old Perthcrest FM operation.
bought by BIS for £3.2m in 1990, and the NMW disasler
reCOVery operations - the sale did not include the NMW
stock broker bureau operations) for 22.1 m ☜at?!☝
settlement of debt". Apparently ACT Managed Services
lost £2.9m to 31st Mar 94. But Roger Foster had told}!5
in Nov. 94 that the operation was 'breakeven" in the first
half on annualised revenues of l28m.

Syntax Processing Ltd is the UK arm of Olivetti's internal

IT, outsourcing and managed services business in Europe

which claims European revenues of ☜over£80m with over

700 employees☝. Syntax had UK revenues of £7.7m last

year. Aspokesman claimed the ACT purchase would boost

UK revenues to over £20m in 1995.  

J
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Micro Focus Share Price

but jChairman☁
managemente , _ _ _
:ha'v'e beenthro'ugh☂ ' ' '
' ☁ Had you {at☁th' V

mugha; Ilia. ..
. 'r3a'naly'st'simere y re uced t
expectation from £25.7m to £13m, ☁
The results announced this- mnth
'Jan; 95' show PBT down 69% at 283m,
☁90.:révé uesubf7☁7 ' ☂ ' '
divedby☁69%; _' .
full Write¥oftof the Cost "
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    Micro Focus Group plc
Eight Year PET and EPS Record

Relative to 1988
tqu

    

 

   

 

    

 

    

  

☁ ☁ ac'quismons☁ in
the year (£42m); But'e' sooperating
prams declinedfromEZOm to 211' } i
in additionwemuSt point out ag n . t
Micro Focus .isxone 0*" those dedian
numberct companies which Istill
capitalises R&DL intangible assets now
stand at £1 9.7m; In the pastamortisation
has roughly kept; acre with hiswa
capitalised assets; ☁ But Wortyingly this
year they exceededthe amortisation by'
£2,5m {in otherwords around 30% of
☜the already reduced p'rofthlso,☂ for the:

DRS "opportunities larger lost☝
Results at Data Research Services (DFlS) for the year to atst Dec. 94, as the warning last
Nov. had foretold, showed a breakeven for the second half - i.e. PBT down 23% at £1 .49m for
the year on revenues down 21% at £8.8m. EPS fell from 4.02p to 3p. Cash. as a result of the
float, stood at £9m. The ☜sudden and unforeseen☝downturn in schools business was blamed.
The problem for DRS is that the relaxation in the National Curriculum requirements, and the
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 ending of funding for☁their Optical Mark Reader systems. mean that the ☜potentially very attractive, "P
but time limited, pro t opportunity for098 has largely been lost". Indeed, the directors anticipate
☜tight trading conditions"in the short term with "retrenchment and investment" required for future mm m ":2" m
growth. We await the results from the other schools IT supplier - FlM plc - with interest. PM 53☁☝ ☜1'35
DRS was launched at 110p in Apr. 94 but crashed to and Mar 94 on just 22p. DRS is now one ol "'☜""☁" ☁M" the rare breed of companies with net assets higherthan its £7.9m capitalisation - most in cash too! ☜as Swat?☜
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We are going to
review MAID pIc
(Market Analysis
and Information

Database) in two completely different ways:

MAIDen results show major advance
MAID was successfully floated in Mar. 94 at 110p valuing
the group at 289.1 m inferring an impressive 200 PIE.

Brokers Hoare Govett forecast PBT of £1m for 1994. In

the event PBT more than doubled to £1.29m on revenues

up 55% at £8.9m. EPS rose an impressiVe 65% and cash

balance rose from nothing to £8.9m.
MAID is in the fast growing market of distributing on-line
information from a variety of suppliers. Chairman Michael
Manders said "all targets and aspirations referred to in
the listing particulars were achieved☝.
Sounds too good to be true!

 

EASY ACCESS TO THE HARD FACTS

   

  

EIZBSKM.A.I.D. plc
Revenue and PBT Record

Revenue

R
e
v
e
n
u
e

£24m 俉217K

1991 1992
: Vur ending 3151 December

MAID - another new issue built on sand
MAID☁s new issue in Mar. 94 was beset with problems. It

had hoped to float at 150p, but adverse comment reduced
the issue price to 110p. Further more, the shares crashed
to 60p just two months later.
MAID is another of those companies which capitalise R&D,
In the year to 31st Dec. 94 a further net £2.2m was added
to intangible assets. If MAID had treated R&D like most
of the other UK software products companies it would have
reported a £900K loss for the year compared to a profit of
£437K on a similar basis in 1993.
Conclusion Which of these views you take is clearly up
to you. But give MAID its due, it is in there playing in one
of the most exciting, high growth markets around. Its
launch of Profound and its strategic alliance with Adobe
have been well received - particularly in the US.

Dan Wagner. CEO of MAID, is threatening to move his
listing from London to NASDAQ "unless things change in

attitude and understanding☝. But is the current
☜confidence☝ of the Chairman shared by other MAID
directors? In mid-March five MAID directors sold 3.5m
shares (42%) at 75p - half the 150p they argued the
company was worth just a year ago prior to the float - to

1993
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 \Capital Research.
Enterprise holds gun to the heads of Its shareholders
Either Enterprlse Computer shareholders accept a 10-to-
1 dilution or the company will go Into receivership. Enterprise

also placed 1.4m shares at the new 100p par price. with

GFM taking 1.1m. Enterprise shares. suspended at 3p, fell
to and March on 0.75p. when trading resumed. Enterprise

warned that "results for the second halfhad been extremely

disappointing".

4 

 

Microvitec - at last a ☜Strong Buy"?
Our prediction that Microvitec was ☜coming right at last☝
a year ago, seems to have been spot on. Results for the
year to 31st Dec. 94 show revenues up 26% at £44.1m,

PBT up 59% at £2.56m and EPS up 43%.
During 1994, Microvitec spent £4.5m acquiring:
- Cognito Software (legal software)
- Project Assyst (retail software)

- Justfree (t/a Layer One) (specialist networking) for an
initial £775K plus max. £12m deferred.

- Perex (computer touchscreen supplier) for £2.43m.
These will generate revenues of £12m in a full year.
Microvitec reports each of its divisions - Displays &
Peripherals, Networking, Multimedia and Software
Applications - as being ☜extremely successful☝. They are
now to move from the USM to a full listing.

Chairman James Bailey looks forward to the future with

☁tonsiderable confidence".

Comment Readers may remember our skirmish with
analyst James Warhurst, then of Henry Cooke Lumsden,

when we dared to comment on his ☜Strong Buy☂ issued
on 31 st Mar. 92 when Microvitec shares were 32p. Three
years later. Microvitec closed Mar. 95 on....33p. Perhaps
Warhurst ought to reissue the recommendation now from
his new employers Albert E Sharp.
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We hadiexp'ec'ted that EDS Would overtake ICL as'the'
prime supplier of SCSI services to the UK markelfb'ut,☁
their outsourcing contract With Inland Revenue only really☁
cut in at the end of the year. So with UK SCSI revenues?
of £455m,☂ ICL has retained its #1 position-3 although EDS}
(£310☁rn) is'closing' and is likely to Wrestle the prize from
☁ICL In 1995. We Will bring you more details ofallthé☁ UK;
SCSI majors in Our major feature next month.
Overall; ICL '
reported PBT up
21% at 俉28.4m'

and revenues up☜
just" "112% ' =at
£2.7b'in 1994'.

Peteri☁Bo'nfield
said 1995 will
"be a much '
better year for
the . financial I , .
fortunes of ICL". He also recon rmed 'iCL's☁inteintio☁n to☂
float but most observers expect that long♥awaited event
is stilla coupleofyears off. -, ☁ ☁ ' 5 * I '

ICL UK SCSI Revenues

E455m

£415"!   
1902 19.3 199☁

ICL is now structured into three main business areas:
- Technology; The hardware orientedactivity. I
~ Industry Systems; Here'lCL is #3 inthe retail Sector.
Theirtinancial services activities have won ten'ne'wimaj'or ☂
customers in 1994. ICL enterprises claims to be the

  

the highly successful outsourcing operator; CFM. _ ,
ICL has suffered - like all other hardware Vendors ~☁trom .
.a decline in operating software. raven ' ' " ' ' "
hardware☝ support revenues was dire tea u million
injection of revenues from the CHOTS project. _☁ i ,
lCL☂s clear winner - yet again - was conventionalSCSl
revenues. Within that systems integration and facilities

    pmanagement were the star performers. J
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Merchants in ☜£10m☝ MBO
lT marketing consultancy, Merchants, and telesales
organisation, Programmes, achieved revenues of around
28m last year. The Merchants Group was founded in 1981,
by born again Christian Robert D☂Aubigny, and its
charismatic approach to its business has aroused much

comment,

Proving, yet again,that being very rich and Christian is
perfectly compatible, D☁Aubigny has sold nearly 70% of

the Group this month; pocketing c£3m in the process. 70

managers put up £800K for a 630% stake and 3i put in

£45m capital in exchange for a similar 630% stake.

Merchants says it plans to float ☜within three years☝.
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EDS acquires Lucas systems companies
No consideration was disclosed for the EDS acquisition
of Lucas Engineering and Systems and Lucas

Management Systems (see p1) as it is ☜<5% of Lucas
net assets☝. Lucas paid Lockheed £40m lor Metier (which
became LMS) in 1990. The operations were understood
at best to be breakeven.

Arrivalbuys again, . , _, V V: 3,
Jeff Trendell's Arrival Holdings has [Seen buying again,
This time it☂s Irish systems house System Dynamics
which had revenues of lr£1.9m and operating profits of
Ir£29K in 1994. No consideration w I disclosed; We☁
expect further acquisition announcements scone 2 V
Arrival had revenues of £4.13 in 1994 and ex☂pects'that to
double in 1995. Perhaps even moreimportantly, Arrival
has no VC funding and no debti WeWill bring☂you a more
detailed review next month "
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qurdat on's
Compel buys Metrocom
Compel has acquired the corporate PC systems and
services business of Metrocom for £893K cash from
Ingram Micro. All of the consideration is covered by stock
and other assets acquired "which we expect to turn back
into cash quickly'. Metrocom made PBT of £704K on
revenues of £22.6m in 1993 but ☜expects to report a loss
on reduced turnover☝ for 1994.

  

gThe ☂cMG acquisition which-Will ,
Germanft f☂la =ot☁th'e☂ total) itum'e
software and consultancy operation
(£7.2rn).ConsiderationWa ; xrevenue i;e'.»£7..2m.lt looks
.we☁ll prised,strategically☂sound aroma right 'siz'e. ,' I ☁
Lynx acquires Heywood & Partners
Lynx has acquired Heywood & Partners. which
specialises in pension administration systems, for £4.5m.
(£2.25m in shares, £2.25m in cash; £1.5m of which will
be raised in a placing). Heywood had PBT of £599K on
revenues of £45m in the year to 30thApr. 94. Rather less
than the obviously exceptional £2.1m PBT recorded in
1993. Lynx says that Heywood has warranted ☁protit before
interestand tax☝ of £500K to 30th April 95 and ☜will repay
to Lynx an amount equal to ten times the amount by which
the pro/it shall be less than £500K up to a max. of 22m".
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Minerva merges with Systems Team
Miverva Industrial Systems Ltd. and Systems Team
Ltd. have merged their operations to "create a group that
not only expects to see PBT this year exceed £1.2m on
revenues of £12m but also anticipates achieving a £20m
turnover within three years☝. Minerva, which reported PBT
of £41 1 K on revenues of 23m to May 94, supplies systems
to industry whereas Systems Team, which had revenues

of £4.3m and PET of £106K to 31st Dec. 93, supplies to

the NHS, trade associations and charities. John Caines
will head the new group.

The others...ABc (IT) Services (part ofArab Banking
Corp.) has acquired City dealing room systems supplier
BACMac. VC Apax Partners has bought a 60% stake in
French Metrologie for £15.5m. Sharptext (83% owned by
DCC (Dublin)) has bought computer products distributor,

Gem, for an initial £2.925m plus up to a further £1.625m

depending on profits to 1997. Gem had revenues of around

£40m - demonstrating yet again the reducing value put on
third party distribution companies. Amstrad paid the
liquidators £375K for modern maker Datatlex. Guildtord-
based mail order supplier Direction Technology has gone
into liquidation. Asc lnstagraphic has completed an MBO
from The Ashfield Group. The last remaining subsidiary of
the ill-fated EIT Group, TPM Sysmatic. has been sold to
Formscan. NEC has paid £1.6m @49.5p per share for a
2.3% stake in UK VideoLogic. DSL has split into two:
Disaster Survival Ltd. is an MBO with DSL Software
remaining. Us SMS has bought Professional Datacare
from North West Regional Health Authority for a reputed
28m. US Dose Systems has acquired medical systems
suppliers, CHC, from the administrators. MTI has acquired
the rights to the EXTRA brokerage system, developed by

Alfred Berg. Re ex has quit the software market by selling
Auto-Computing in an MBO for |r£11OK and the sale of its
other software to Aishling for |r£15K.

April 1995

  

DST C&T acquires HiPortfolio
Last month we reported the 90% revenue increase to
£15.4m in 1994 at DST Clarke & Tilley. If revenues from
other group companies like DST Belvedere and CTDS
are included, revenues reached£23.8m. This month they
effectively doubled that to £48m by acquiring HiPortfolio
Pty Ltd. of Australia. HiPortfolio and DST ☜were
undoubtedly the leading suppliers to the asset

management industry in 1994☝.
No terms were disclosed but Chris Shannon, HiPorttolio's
founder. said DST☁s ☜was not the highest bid". Parent DST
Systems Inc. is planning a 51% public offering.

SFtH in receivership
Our warnings about Systems Reliability (SRH) in last
month's edition were sadly prophetic. Price Waterhouse
was appointed as receivers on 2nd March. As the rest of
the TPM industry scrambled to take OVer the abandoned
clients, a buyer looks increasingly unlikely.

'Dire two years at Sherwood h I 3 ,
The last two years ' has been dire for Sher '0☁ V
cUlmir'iating in'a loss of 22m in 1993,'CEO Richard V W
departing and the sell oft'of several of its businesses.☝lt
must have been miffed when its Guardian disaster
recovery operation, which it had sold to lCL for a total of-
just £3m,☂was☁sold on☁,'ju's't months later, for warmers;
This month Sherwood has been a♥dealing with ICL again
» forming" a joint venture with lCL's CFM subsidiary to
☜market FM and AM services into the life, pensions and.
insurance sectors". Although presentedas a positive
move, it will cut overheads considerably by closing its
Romford dat'acentre. Sherwood has also acquired Beta
Computers (Europe), its partner in another loss-making
joint venture - Sherwood International. The consideration
was £875K. which seems a bit steep for a company which
lost £83K on revenues of £978K to 30th June 94. But
Beta's shareholders tookit all in shares which they have
promised not to sell for Mo years. . »_ . g _ v
In addition, SherwoOd anndunced that it had pulled out of
the local govt. and housing association markets by
transferring the lPRs to its distributor - Capita. Shemood
will receive future royalties of up to £750K. '
Results for yearto Stet Deéember1994 showed revenues
up 6.4%at £25.1m. PBT, prior to exceptional costs. was
£1.4m compared with a loss of £136K in 1993.
Exceptionals, which totalled £1.33m. comprised E449K
redundancy costs, £1 rn of provisions forthe reorganisation
of the FM business (see ICL above) but not gains on
disposal ot£152K. Indeed Sherwood claimsthat operating
costs have been cut by 18%.
There has been comment concerning Sherwood
recognising revenue ahead of when others might so do.
We hope these accounts are not so afflicted. '
After all of this, PET was a meagre £79K ~ although a
significant improvement when set against the 22m loss in
,1993. Operating profit of £1 2m compared with operating
lossas of £200k (both prior to exceptionals) meant that
Sherwood could claim☜operating perfonnance...inproved
substantially in 1994",

☜Prospects for the future must take into account the share
ofthe London Insurance Market, where the boardbelieves
there is likely to be only limited opportunity in the short
term for organic growth☝.

From that heady high of 31 Go, Sherwood shares hit a low
kof 85p in 1994 before recovering to and Mar. 95 on 139p.)
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VR'software developer Superscape :
reported. greatly increased ☁ losses of:

Quality Software Products still capitalising Ft&D
Quality Software Products plc (QSP) develops and sells the OLAS financial
accounting software product range. In the beginning this was directed at IBM
mainframe users. QSP was floated at 380p in March 1993. Soon after the
shares rocketed to a high of 592p...only to fall back to a low at 362p in 1994. .
The latest results for the year to 31st December1994 can be viewed in a
number of ways. Computergram (24th March 1995) said QSP ChairmanAlan

Mordain was ☜a happy man...After investment totalling around £21m and six
long years, he can see the fruits of his company☂s labours at last". Indeed, reports which read "PBTIeaps 354% to £2.5m
from turnover up 24% to £16.5m in its rst full yearsince otation" would bring joy to anyone. EPS more than tripled.

The problem - of course - is that QSP had capitalised an unprecedented £5.9m of R&D. The net effect (is. amount
capitalised less amount amortised in year) was to boost profits by £3.5m.in other words the £2.5m PBT would have
been a loss in excess of £1m if the same accounting policies as used by most its competitors like Coda etc. had been
applied.

But we would not want this criticism to hide an othenNise rather good performance. Although there were solid increases
in maintenance and services revenues, the best pointerto the future was the 84% increase in product licence revenues
in 1994. Universal OLAS now has in excess of 60 client installations on 8 platforms at 120 sites in 20 countries. I

INSTEM "satisfactory" I I ~ .~ ». v _☁ , = V a y I,☂ I.
INSTEM is one of the lesser known SCSI companies;perhaps because its specialised subject is computerised Control '
systems for power stations, water boards and others like BNFL. That is a bit of a shame as, unlike almost every other-
SCSl company, it has reported a pro t in every one of its 26 years. it also has, in David Gare, one ofthe most honest
chairman you are likely to find. Everyone of this forecasts - both good and bad - have come to paSe.' So last year
when he predicted ☜a satisfactory ' ' ' ' r . - ' ' - ' ' '

outcome for the yeaH'we suggested INSTEM plc
that you believed him, The results Ten year pBT and Eps Record
for the year to 313! Dec. 94 were mum. .0 1995
indeed satisfactorywith an increase n.an
of 13% in both EPS and PBT (to
£1.15m) on revenues down 13% at "J'"
£16t8m . "Order intake was a record
£22m☝. lNSTEM has benefited from
several of its electronics

     

   
no"!

manufacturing customers
experiencing an upturn in business um
activity.

lNSTEM now has net assets of ☜""☁

. £5.3m ~ only 21m less than their
current market value. The shares

Lane on a low historic P/E of 8.6.     8 April 1995

 

   

  

  

 

   



No change in CS, [Ndexr except-n with BT and Ceilnet pushed shares up 30%.
Sherwood Computer produced the largest share price Enterprise Computer shares tell to 0.75p on the
gain this month - up a surprising 46% on the dire results resumption of trading after the suspension at 3p (p4).
reported on p7. LBMS' return to the black in 03 (02) Proteusfell another30% (40% this yearalone).Apparentiy
produced a37% share price rise and Phonelink☂s deals 10,000 are for sale and "iris hardtop/ace them". No wonder

when R&D is costing £600K cash a month. Source - investors
Chronicle 31st March 95. DRS also fell a further 21% on even
worse than expected results (p3).

   

 

change). in tndtc'e's

         

Month (27/2/95 - 31/3/95)
From 1501 Apr 89
From 151 Jan 90
From 151 Jan 91
From 1stJan 92
From lst Jan 93
From tstJan 94
From 151 Jan 95

Share price Share price Clp' llintlon Cnpiuhuiion

Share Price Capitaliuiien Historic Ratio 051 Index % move % mm mom (Du) move (£rn)
31/3/05 (01) 31/3/05(£m) PIE Cap/Rev. airs/05 lince 27/2/05 in 1005 Iiricl 27/2/05 in 1005

ACT £1.10 £104.20m 11.5 0.77 1745.03 11.11% 10.55% £10.50m £0.60m
Admiral £5.25 £71.40m 10.4 1.44 4535.23 4.26% 4.42% -£0.00m -£1.00m
Azlan £1.10 £25.7om 0.5 0.42 513.04 240% 41.04% -£0.70n1 -£3.60m
Capita £1.40 £01.10m 14.1 1.10 4444.44 4.00% .76% -£3.30rn -£0.40m
Cedardaia £0.92 £20.20m 1 4.6 4.61 075.1 0 2.22% .01% £0.70rn -£2.70m
Centregpld £0.54 £23.40m 7.4 0.26 432.00 20.00% -53.45% £4.00m -£23.30rn
Clinical Computing £0.55 £0.01m 5.0 3.30 443.55 033% 47.01% -£0.01m -£1.09m
Coda £0.04 £22.00m Loss 0.04 357.45 -15.00% 0.00% -£4.20rn £1 .00m
Compel £1.14 £17.40m 11.0 0.32 012.00 0.00% 4.50% £0.00m £0.00m
Computerlsed Financial £0.05 £4.46rn n/a 1.34 1055.56 5.55% -7.77% £0.23m -£0.30rn
Computer People £2.34 £57.10rn Loss 0.50 062.06 4.45% -3.31% £2.40m -£2.20m
Cray Elecironim £1.54 £300.10m 1 0.0 1.43 056.14 1 5.05% 1.24% £53.40m £4.70m
CRT £0.00 £50.20m Loss 1.25 077.70 15.70% 11.30% £0.10m 26.0001
DRs Data 0 Research £0.22 £7.90m 5.7 0.00 200.00 -21.43% -31.25% -£2.20rn »£3.50m
DCS Grow £0.76 £7.22m 21.3 1.13 1265.57 -3.00% 4.11% -£o.20m £0.31 rn
Division Group £0.05 £41 .70m Loss 7.01 2375.00 0.00% -1 0.00% £0.00m £2.20m
Electronic Data Processing £1.41 £36.00m 1 3.0 2.63 4317.21 2.02% -1.40% £1 .00rn -£0.60nr
Enterprise £0.01 £0.50m Loss 0.04 5.00 -75.00% -62.50% -£1.70rn -£0.06m
Gresham Teieoornpmlnu £0.20 £0.40rn 22.0 1.46 31 1.03 -0.30% -21 .62% ~£1.02m -£2.52rn
INSTEM £1.44 £6.40m 0.6 0.30 1 440.00 0.00% -4.00% £0.00rn -£o.32m
JBA Holdings £1.55 £54.50m 16.1 0.73 1031.25 4.70% 0.55% -£0.0om £4.3nm
Kalamazoo £0.00 £10.70m 1 1.1 0.31 2000.00 ♥4.05% 40.03% -£20.70m -£22.00rn
Kewlil £2.60 £32.50m 9.0 1.02 1063.24 2.67% 12.55% £0.00m £3.50rn
Kode Imamaiional £0.64 £5.00m Loss 0.25 207.67 -3.03% 20.75% -£0.1 0m £1 .00rn

Learmonlh 0. Burchen £1.10 £25.7onr Loss 0.07 903.33 35.63% 47.50% £6.70m £0.30rn
Loglca £3.25 £200.00m 17.5 0.00 000.41 5.52% 0.00% £10.50rn £0.00rn
Lynx Holdings £0.40 £15.00m 0.0 0.70 1000.00 -6.00% 44.00% -£1.30m -£3.00rn
MAID £0.00 £65.00m 70.2 7.31 727.27 0.00% 15.04% £0.00m £0.0om
MDis £0.01 £01 .00m 1 6.0 0.55 311.54 17.30% 40.00% £12.00m -£20.00m
MR Dara Management £1.05 £50.00m 13.1 1.45 416.67 40.26% 455% -£6.70n1 -£2.00m
Mac", 4 £3.03 £05.30m 11.5 3.50 1504.60 »1 .75% 40.27% -£1.50m ♥£0.70m
more Focus £7.04 £101 .40m 22.0 1.1 3 3400.07 613% -14.15% -£6.60m ~£16.70m
Microgen £1.00 £42.00m 11.0 0.73 465.01 0.03% 6.06% £0.3om £2.70rn
Minot/"ac £0.33 £23.00m 10.0 0.54 702.60 2.00% 40.06% ~£0.00rn £0.50m
Mlsys £3.55 £160.00m 1 1.1 1.01 003.00 1 1.29% -13.20% £17.20m -£2s.70m
MMT £1.00 £21.20". 1 4.4 1.05 1 1 10.05 -2.50% 4.23% -£0.60m -£1.90m
o'yDBmand £0.70 £35.70rn L056 2.46 007.44 0.37% 4.40% £3.1om £1.50m
one": Molecular £0.56 £24.3om Loss 1 7.23 700.00 ~0.20% -6.67% -£2.20rn £2.2om
P5P £0.00 £60.00m 10.0 0.26 304.62 7.32% 10.02% £4.70m £10.00rn
Pay y £1.12 £46.00m 15.6 0.53 5222.20 -2.61% .11.1 1% ~21.30m £0.70m
pagasus £1.30 £0.59m 11.1 1.01 375.02 4.30% 000% <EO.70rn »£0.70m
pm☜...a £1.77 £21 .40m 1 5.5 0.50 1 1 06.25 2.31% 1 0.53% £0.50m £2.1 0m
Fhoneiink £2.40 £05.20rn Loss 60.65 1546.39 20.73% 12.60% £10.50m £0.60m
Proteus £1.05 £34.30m Lose n/e 1250.00 ~20.53% 40.00% -£14.30m -£20.10m

Quality Sortware £3.00 £33.00m 13.4 2.05 071.05 0.02% £2.00m £0.50m
Radius £0.33 £0.17rn 11.5 0.37 230.13 0.00% £0.00m ♥£1.43m
Real Time Control £1.54 £1 1.50m 1 2.3 1.35 3346.04 230% -£0.30n1 -£0.50m
RM £1.00 032.com 12.2 0.40 1005.71 0.00% £0.00m -£2.70rn
Rom, 5 Norm £1.60 £10.50m 24.6 1.53 1004.76 ~9.60% -£2.10m -£2.00m
Sage Group £7.00 £160.30m 17.4 3.31 6076.02 0.37% £13.00m £27.40m
Sandeyson £0.06 £34.00m 12.5 1.00 1453.03 227% -£0.00rn £3.60m
Same Group £3.05 £367.7om 10.5 0.62 1242.14 0.00% £0.00m -£10.00m
Sherwood £1.30 £0.07m Loss 0.30 1150.33 46.32% 23,90". £4.90".
Spargo Consulting £0.02 £10.20m 13.0 1.60 053.15 5.75% 430.70". .2120".
Standard Plauorms £0.11 £3.44m Loss 2.63 40.09 -1 5.30% -£0.63m £0.02m
Superscape £1.77 £0.30m Lose 10.31 003.04 42.30% -£1.32m -£1.42rn
Total £0.20 £2.00m 20.2 1.34 520.30 050% ~£0.30m -£0.70m
Trace £0.30 £5.46m 10.3 0.20 312.00 45.22% -£0.00m -£0.27rn
Unbaim £1.22 £25.00m 137.1 2.33 1220.00 -2.40% -£0.60m £1.10rn
Vega Group £2.53 £35.70m 25.3 3.60 2073.77 0.00% £0.00m -£1.50m
VIrtuaJity £1.05 £52.10m Loss 5.71 1 1 47.05 -6.70% -£3.10rn »£5.70m
Vlstec £0.16 £10.10m 0.4 0.42 673.01 10.71% £1.9orn £3.10m
Wakeboume £0.03 £13.00m Loss 0.60 350.00 -0.70% -£1.30rn -£2.60m            Note: CSi Index set at 1000 on 15th April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index of 1000 based on the issue price.
The CSI index is not weighted; a change in the share price of the largest company has the same efiect as a similar change forihe smallestcompany.
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Sema - Europe in microcosm
With its near £600m revenues, Sema Group is a pretty good indicator of the current opportunities - and difficulties -
in the European SCSI market.
In 1993, Sema made an exceptional £11.3m gain on selling Axome (to IBM) and a 24% stake in their FM operations
(to France Telecom). We chose to present Sema before this gain last year so, to be consistent, we should do the
same now even though this year they made a £2.5m loss on the disposal of l-Llnie (Mar.☂94 to CGI (IBM) for £1.5m).
Sema reported revenues up 19% at 2596.1 m, PBT up 28.9% at £32m and EPS up 26%. But margins were 5.4% - still
a long way from Bonelli☁s objective of 10% when he was appointed CEO in 1990. But this hides more than it reveals:

- Sema acquired Swedish SKD-Foretagen for £20.5m at the end of 1993 which contributed revenues of £116m in
1994. Without that Sema☂s

revenues would have grown by

just 4%.
- the UK, now confirmed as

Sema☂s largest market, was the
only major country to show
growth. Revenues increased

5.6% to £324m.

- France (down 5.1% at £162m)
and Germany (down 15% at
£36m) both suffered major
declines.

- system integration and
consultancy, still (at £382m or

64%) Sema's largest business
activity, showed a modest 4%

growth.
- software products lost £25m
on revenues of £42.2m. The
sale of |-Linie is expected to
return the sector to profit.

. was 1990 1991
- conversely, outsourcrng grew V...,,.m,_.p.☁.,,.,.
by 75% to £172m. Sema made
£12.8m profit from its outsourcing activities - a margin of 7.5% compared with a margin of 5.7% from systems
integration. in Aug. 94, Sema acquired Spanish FM supplier, Contact Group, for £4.4m.

- although the order book grew by 17.5%, the "Book-to-Bill☝ ratio declined from 1.11 at the end of 1993 to 1.03 at the
end of 1994.

- net interest paid was £1.1m, compared with net interest received of £1.4m last year, despite net cash increasing
from £23.5m to £28.2m at the year end. Interest on Sema☁s £50.3m debt greatly exceeded the interest earned on the
massive £78.5m cash in hand.

Sema's results give evidence of the boom in outsourcing - now spreading throughout Europe - and the buoyancy of
the UK market compared with continued difficulties in France and Germany. .
The gradual increasein margins is much welcomed. As a result, analysts upgraded 1995 forecasts to a PET of
around £40m.

(☜Strongest position ever☝ for Persona Group☁plcl j _ _ _ ,V ,1' .1 , , g I .~ ~ . , H
Persona Group plc is a distributor of PC network and comms products. In April'94☜ ersona'was floated on the I
Exchange at 160p - valuing the company at☁E19.3m. I v - I ' ' ' ' ☁ I
In its maiden results for the yearto 3151 December 1994,☝ Persona
reported revenues up 38% at £31.5m, PBT up 18% at £2.1m
and EPS up 11%.The pro ts were struck aftera charge of £147K
for the float. ' V ; .

Persona supplies product from 22 manufacturers. ☜Seven new
suppliers were added to our range and we now distribute in the
UK for the top three internetworking manufacturers worldwide .
we started the year with justone". V I, I I ☁ V
In Dec. 94 Persona established a consultancy division, The other mm mm ....,.,.
services♥type activity is Faculity Ltd. which provides training.
Faculity's turnover increased by 18% to 21.9rn and PET rose
35% to £298K. Acquisitions, particularly in the training arena,
are likely this year,

Sema Group plc
Seven Year PET and EPS Record "☂-°'"°"☁°

Relative to 1988
Nov: PBT quoted tutor. in am you from kpocdl
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  Persona Group plc
Six Year Revenue and PET Record

(mm

With a new twist on the over used con dence word Chairman I'm" I "'
>Wayne Channon says "Persona enters 1995 in its strongest mmm☁mxm

position ever and I look forward to the remainder of the year with ....   enthusiasm".
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'Logi'caj fffiring on all cylinders? I
We have☁undoupted '3c☁ritic'al☂of g r t
years. Only a

    

 

on sagocolin Revvlandremrndeda

repentertriom Mi, oscio ot éheirsiibe'sc eyears'back☂
that._l,o'gica'wa"s☁flr_ " i which always hadMo'cylinders'
Which- WOU n☂t fir ☁ ' alWays' appeared to be a  

   

 

  

  

   

different'tivo☂i > : ☁ i . .
On?8th,dul 98,Dr.v_ a. aneadwasapp'ointedas CEO
of_Logica . GEC'So 'e'last'six monthsof1994weré

  

the rst result

 

Ettosee

 

☁ . elig dtoireadthe☁fim'results stat meht from
Logice wheres/lite cylinders re tiring ☂ ilei'allits☁divisions
are both' profitable and ' growing. The effect 36f this 'On
LogiCa's profits was. efjcours'e, astounding; In .thé☂si'x
months to 31st Dec§;94 revenues increasedby☂15% to
£122m, .PBT grew by 25791;»:572m and EPS'Was up
136%.☁True, the previous period had included réstmcturing
costS'Of 512.1 m. bm'éiren if u exclude the'se'PBT was Up

  

37% andEPS new: . .> . - _
UK operations'inCreased revenues by 14%19 £58m (48%
of the total) and profitsrosé=by☜20%f Finance; transport,
energy and utilitieswere earmarked as doing particularly
W9☝- A UK QPGVaiing' margin cf 7.3% was achieved. ☂
The US returned toa £200K"pr0fit (beam in previous
year)☂- on revenues up 4479 in'dollarte'rms. Part was due
to the SVDEI☂CO'ml☂acquisition (Sept; 94.for 24m) which
produced ☁betterthan expected results" but US Precision
Software (May 94 for ☜up☂to_$12{3m') f☁suftered delays☝.
Continental Europe grew only modestly due to the disposal

of the Logicasiel business in June 94. bLit still produced
a £1.8m operatingprotit. ' ' . ' . . V
Asia/Pacific☁also returned to'profit on'revenues up 16%
as overspend on the Hong KongStock Exchange projebt
became a thing of the past. ' ' , ☁
The future? _"Growth in☁ order intake andgenerallypositive

trading conditions in most of Our-markets encourage the

Board to believe that the seCondhalf Will tiesult in continuing
revenue grbwth and further margin improvement☝. .
Currentforecasts for the full year were revised upwards

to £18.5m and the shares put on 6% this month.

Logica and Application Management
Declaring an interest immediately, in that we were asked
to talk at the press launch of Logica's AM services this
month, does not detract from ou'rvlew that AM is a natural

for Logica. A view we expressed, and had rejected by,
Logica☂s previous management Some time ago. Logica
aims to be the UK☁s leading FM-independent AM supplier
within three years. Currently Fl Group hold that position

     

     

 

As the inland Revenue and DVOIT's
contracts only came on line at the end
of the 1994 financial year, EDS UK☂s

revenues increased by a relatively
modest 20% to £310m in the year to
31 st Dec. 94. Operating pro ts reduced
from £41 m to £23.5m but staff numbers

increased from 3680 to around 5000.
Systems management (or FM) now represents around
50% of revenues with systems development and
integration around 35%
In the UK we estimate that around £35m of EDS☁ FM
revenues come from parent General Motors. Even if such
revenues from parents are excluded, EDS had around
£120m FM revenues in 1994 - meaning that Hoskyns
(FM rev. c2115m) has lost its #1 slot after all these years.
We estimate that EDS UK FM revenues will double to
around £250m in 1995 - five times higher than the similar

figure for 1991 - as the full effects of the Inland Revenue
and other contracts are experienced. And that is before
the recently announced Lucas contracts. In total, it looks

as though EDS UK revenues will exceed £500m in 1995.☁

rl rtuality pleases market
Virtuality Group claims a "80% share of the worldwide
immersive VFl entertainment market☝.
Virtuality was floated in Oct. 93 at 170p and the share
price has fluctuated wildly since to a high of 361p and
then all the way back down to 160p.
Assuming you are operating in actual reality, \ rtuality has
a current capitalisation of £52m. This should be compared
with results for the yearto (☜st December 1994. Virtuality
increased revenues by69% to £9.13m but pretax losses
increased from £370K to £1.4m. Development expenditure
increased from £1.23m to £1.81m. The losses were, in

fact , less than expected at the time of the float. Chairman,

David Payne, said this had provided ☜a base from which
we can grow a profitable business".
in September 1994, The Investors Chronicle concluded

that ☜those with a handle on the technology are likely to

think the shares good value". How right they were.The

EDS

   
\with AM revenues of around £25m.

Translating Trace
Trace Computer's Chairman Robert Careful reported "an
encouraging resurgence in activity☝last Oct. We suggested
you did not hold your breath. Results for the six months to
SOth Nov. 94 showed a mere 3% increase in revenues (to
519.5%), a 3% increase in PBT (to £223K) and a 0.8%
increase in EPS.
Mind you, Careful had used the confidence word in every

one of his statements since he floated at 125p in June 89
(share price now 39p) when he reported PBT of £1.7m
(PET in 1994 = £410K). You should now be able to
translate statements like ☜encouraging resurgence☝ and
his latest ☁We anticipate a continuing improvement in our

fortunes" into more meaningful language!
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Shares then stood at 160p - they ended Mar. 95 on 195p. J

Radius reports ☜strong upturn☝...again
Our past reviews of Radius have usedheadlines such
as ☜round and round in circles☝ or "Radius comes full
circle". Radius had a superb trading record to 1989 but
then the acquisitions binge it had undertaken started to
cause the dreaded acquisition indigestion just when the
market started to stagnate and users started to demand
open systems.

But Radius fought back with a significant recovery in 1992,
only to plunge to its first ever loss of £1.17m in the 13
months to 31st Dec. 93.
Radius reported ☜a strong upturn in interest in its software
products"in the year to 31 st December 1994. This resulted
in a return to profits of £1.45m on revenues up "an
annua/ised 16%"at £24.9m. Net cash increased to £2.9m
after spending £570K on the acquisition of certain assets
of Cinteract Systems.
Radius' products in the retail and printing arenas did
particularly well but elsewhere they faced strong
competition and their Professional Accounting offerings
had a particularly difficult year.
After falling to a low of 27p in 1994, Radius ended March
1995 on 33p.
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- " H computer People has
seen☂many changes in the

Graham, ex'CEQ☂oti BIS,

☂ c" , T

   
  

  

   
,jotned Computer. People as
Reeves became CEO. .  

  

  

item not : setS'Or,liabiiitie's) oi the LA branch
ofiU☁S'Autv mated conceptsincJor an
initial' $850K plus $1.15rn"deferred. Ac ha☁d
revenUesIOt $5.2mb'ut reported a loss of
$72K tor 1994. The acquisition'adds another
39 consultants on assignment to its current
operations'in L'Af. . a 2 ' '
In .the'year'to atst'Dec; 94 an excellent
combination of a 15%V☁organicigromh'ot the
original UKbusiness, a 21%☁increase in the

US and the effects for partotthe yearot the
acquisitions detailed above, ' pushed
revenues up 42% to £97.7m. However
exceptional items-resultedin☁a pretax loss
ot:£391K compared with PBT of £1.1m in ,
1993. 'lf, these exceptional items are
excluded, ☂operating☁proms were up 153% at 24m, PBT up
280% at £3.64m andEPS also would have increased by
230%; The exceptional costs relate to ☜the reorganisation
and integration of the UK businesses which cast£1.18m

and will result in annual savings ofmore than this iri☂1995"
and to £2.85m rotating to property writedowns. '
6K operations contributed 68% or £66.3mgot group
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do on manna-y
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A the evening at the London Portm☁an Hotel includes dinner
and drinks. Last year over150' CEOs attendedt, _
Also as usual 3 FREE place for every one who orders
an advance copy of the 1 995 Holway Report (see below).

- '

a: London Porrmnn
ar-x.

l

last'ye'ar. in Aprii'1☁994, Roger

:acqmsitions by buying The

   

  

. had sunk to a 1994 iowot 10591119 sha'

On 19th July 1995, Richard Holway will be giving his
\☁ annual presentation on the financial state 'of the

. industry on behalf of the CSSA. Starting at 5.30pm.

 

ORDER FORM

revenues - up 50% on 1993. Span contributed' i☁l I
months) and VNG £4.0m (Z'months). TheCompute☂r
Barometer showed revenuestrom☂ih '
professionals in☁ the☝ UK increased '48"
recruitment ☁continu'edjl '
revenues up 60% at£2.8mf'.☂n _ :1 _

.In the US revenues increased by 21°
contributed 30% of grouprevenues ' ' '
In Europe, lnterskill SAiwhich'was H g .
the VNG purchase, contributed £2.5m 2 months)

      

   

    

Computer People
Ten Year PET and EPS Record

Relative to 1985
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Tony Reeves reports that☁the☁ group has'started 3995
with results aheadof our'pléns'", Further rri'aior:acguisitions
are said to be unlikely except pet☂hapsfin theUS '
Computer People is_keeh'to detieiop its bushess';
Before the new management took☁over,"COmputerjl?eople

and (Na 95
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up 4.5% at☁234p.

More Good News
With the recruitment sections now of record
weight, we were delighted to Ieam of the

following new jobs: Andersen Consulting
(350 graduates), EDS (400 graduates),

Hoskyns (700 new staff). Booms at Parity
and Computer People (see this edition)
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1995 Holway Report (available June 1995)

D > Master copy @ £1600 (cheque with order only) E] Additional copies odaaoo each *1

One year's subscription 0 £295 p.a.

Cheque payable to Richard Holway Ltd,

Richard Holway Ltd., 18 Great Austins,

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I System House
I
I
I
I

I FARNHAM Surrey,GU9 BJO.☁

 

D V "4 - copy subscription? 6 £590 pa; Site hashes £1000 p
99 Soft'a a d o t' du ' v a 1,. .- ~i _☁ .

Master copy at £5,600 Additional copies 9 £850 each

D Cheque enclosed ☁ IIPIeose☁invoioe camps '5
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